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IELTS SPEAKING PART 3 
Speaking Part 3 topic: Influence of television. 

Q. 1. How popular is watching television in your country? 
Answer: Television viewing is viral in my country because it is one of the two major 

traditional media outlets that entertain our people (the other being "movie theatres"). It's 

challenging to find a home in my country that doesn't have at least one, if not more, 

televisions. Even stores, businesses, and offices in my country have televisions so that 

customers and employees can watch some news and entertainment during their breaks. 

 

Q. 2. Tell me about the types of programs generally on television in your country. 
Answer: In my country, people regularly watch various programs on television. Hourly news 

shows, political talk shows, musical shows, educational quiz shows, movie shows, 

documentary shows, magazine shows, dance shows, cooking shows, drama serials, travel 

adventure shows, sports shows, and agricultural shows are available. 

 

Q. 3. Why do people like watching television? Why? 
Answer: People enjoy watching television because it allows them to unwind after a long day. 

It also enables them to spend quality time with their loved ones and families while watching 

entertaining and funny shows, sports, and comedy movies. People also watch television to 

stay up to date on what's happening in their own countries and worldwide. Finally, they want 

to educate themselves by watching educational programs to intellectually connect with the 

rest of the world. 

 

Q. 4. Which one do you think is better - state or private television? Why? 
Answer: I would say that state television is better primarily because it has a more diverse 

program to engage its audiences. Besides, state TV channels usually exercise better caution 

and jurisprudence in airing the "controversial" programs not to spark any further controversy. 

Finally, state TV is funded by the general public. As a result, the schedule it usually 

broadcasts is less biased and more objective (unless the government controls it for 

"propaganda" purposes) than private TV since it has to rely heavily on private funding. 

 

Q. 5. What effects can watching television have on children? 
Answer: Television watching can affect children both negatively and positively. Talking 

about positive effects entertains them and educates them by giving them a chance to learn 

about the world they live in. Television watching can also expose the children to new cultures 

and new ideas to learn to respect and love others, no matter how different they are. It is also 

beneficial for them to learn a second language. However, television watching can also 

prevent children from enjoying healthy activities like playing sports with their friends. As a 

result, they may end up becoming "unsocial." Besides, it also negatively affects children's 

studies, grades, behavior patterns, sleep, and weight. 

 

Q. 6. How do TV programs differ now from that of 10 years ago? 
Answer: In my opinion, we certainly have more TV programs today than ten years ago, but 

the overall quality of the programs has gone down. TV programs today focus more on 

"glamour" and commercialization than the actual messages or substances than what they used 

to be ten years ago. Finally, they also contain more "nudity," "violence," and "vulgarity" than 

what we saw ten years ago. 
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